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Summary 
 
Prospect delineation is severely hindered by the poor sub-basalt imaging where potential hydrocarbon bearing sediments are 
overlain by both intrusive and extrusive basaltic sequences. The high seismic impedance top and base boundaries of the basaltic 
sequences and their complex internal heterogeneities lead to some challenging issues related to seismic imaging viz. surface 
multiples  related to sea bottom and interbeded multiples, elastic and non-elastic attenuation as well as mode conversion of 
seismic waves in basalt sequences. Improved seismic data acquisition and processing techniques have improved the reflection 
signals beneath the basalt layers with better S/N ratio. Surface related multiple elimination technique, Radon analysis blended 
with an optimized processing flow can resolve some of the complexities related to multiples in the seismic data. Apart from these 
methods, the long offset wide angle acquisition using a low frequency source, over/under towed streamer data & multicomponent 
OBC (Ocean Bottom Cable) data are commonly suggested to overcome some of the aforementioned imaging issues. Imaging 
results and challenges in offshore Kerala Konkan basin are discussed in reference to the tectonic setting where the presumed 
Mesozoic and older sediments overlain by thick basalt layers. 
 
Introduction 
 
Seismic imaging has been one of the greatest challenges in 
the offshore exploratory areas of Kerala Konkan Basin due 
to the complex geologic setup and extensive episodic 
volcanism. In view of its geological and geophysical 
complexities, the basin was under explored in terms of its 
hydrocarbon potential and exploration efforts were 
confined to the Tertiary petroleum system only. Regional 
geologic studies integrating seismic, gravity-magnetic as 
well as available well data with a definitive approach has 
opened new avenues for exploration in Mesozoics. 
  
Sub basalt imaging is critical, since the hydrocarbon targets 
are obscured by the distinct elastic behavior of the 
basalts.Compressional wave velocities in basalts (VP = 4-6 
km/s) are higher than the surrounding sediments. Sub basalt 
imaging is terribly hindered by the multiple generation, 
attenuation as well as mode conversions of seismic waves 
in the basalt layers. The improvisation of sub basalt 
imaging is dependent on the geological complexities of the 
respective area.However, the multiples can be tackled with 
the surface related multiple elimination techniques and  

radon filtering for enhancing the primary reflection signals 
below basalts.    
                                                                              
 Although plate tectonic reconstruction studies in light of 
multi episodic rifting in the Kerala Konkan Basin have 
indicated the existence of thick Mesozoic sediments, sub 
basalt seismic imaging has been a major constraint in 
delineating and effective mapping of the prospects. In 
regards to identify the potential hydrocarbon bearing 
sediments beneath basalts, some of the related imaging 
intricacies and solutions are vividly discussed in this paper. 
 
Regional Geology and Prospectivity of KK basin 
 
The South Western Continental Margin of India is 
characterized as complex volcanic passive margin bounded 
by NNE-SSW trending Vengurla arch separating from 
Bombay offshore basin in the north, NNW-SSE trending 
coast line to the east and dispersed continental fragments, 
volcanic mounds and open abyssal planes to the west. In 
the area under consideration, six contiguous, NW-SE 
trending major tectonic elements can be identified , namely, 
the Shelfal horst graben complex, Kori-Comorin  



 
Depression, Kori-Comorin Ridge, Laxmi-Laccadive 
Depression, Laxmi-Laccadive Ridge and Arabian abyssal 
plain(Figure1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure1: Map showing major tectonic elements identified 
 in Western Offshore, India (N.K. Singh & S.K. Biswas, 1988)  
 

Hydrocarbon exploration in KK offshore has only been 
confined to the Tertiary stratigraphy for obvious reason 
being in structural contiguity with the prospective Bombay 
offshore basin.  Further more, problems in seismic imaging 
beneath basalts is an added factor for not concentrating in 
the Mesozoic exploration in this area. Regional geo-
scientific studies considering the benefit of the episodic rift 
systems, catastrophic igneous flows and subsequent 
tectonic readjustments, Mesozoic sediments overlain by 
basalt layers  have been inferred as potential hydrocarbon 
prospects in KK basin.The improvement in imaging below 
basalt is mainly focused on underlying Mesozoic sediment 
sequences pertaining to  India-Madagascar rifting episode. 
Bounding this formation on the base and top, are two 
volcanic events related to Marion hotspot (83 ± 6 Ma) and 
Reunion hotspot (65 Ma) identified regionally.         
                                  
Seismic imaging intricacies and possible solutions 
 
Seismic imaging problems are associated with the physical 
properties of basalts lying above the reservoir. The basalts 
encountered in KK basin have multiple flows and the 
thickness of the basalt varies considerably in this area. Low 
velocity sediment layers overlain by high velocity basalt 
layers lead to major imaging intricacies like multiple 
reflections, attenuation and mode conversion of seismic 
waves at the basalt/sediment interface and with in the basalt 
layers. 
 

The seismic data acquired in eighties and nineties with    
2.4 km offset could not image the sediment sequences 
below basalts. Seismic imaging in KK basin faces some 
common reflectivity issues related to reflection ray bending 
in comparatively hard rock sequences. Strong density and 
velocity contrast between lithological boundaries cause the 
incident seismic wave to move away from the normal 
incidence. As a result, with in shallow depths, the critical 
angle is achieved constraining the deeper penetration of the 
seismic waves. So the initial challenge has been identified 
as imaging of deeper targets with increased signal 
penetration and recovery. Accordingly, the 2D data was 
acquired in 2005 using comparatively long offset of 8 km 
recording 11 seconds with 12.5 mts group interval and 37.5 
mts shot interval. Some of the aforementioned imaging 
issues have been mitigated especially surface multiples 
related to sea bottom and interbeded multiples with in and 
below the basalt layers by applying the processing 
techniques like 2D SRME and Radon demultiple 
techniques enhancing the signal to noise ratio.  
 
The reflected part of energy from the sea floor and the hard 
sediments close to sea beds along with the shallow basalt 
generates strong short and long period multiples, which 
interfere with primaries from deeper depths and mask the 
primary weak signals. As a result the recorded reflection 
events from the deeper targets have low signal to noise 
ratio. The water bottom multiples generated at 
water/sediment (part shown with in red rectangle) interface 
are removed by applying SRME technique in the 2D data 
as shown below (Figure2-a and 2-b). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure2-a 
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Figure2-b  
                             
igure2-a and -b represent stacked sections before SRME 
d after SRME respectively. 

he basalt has the strongest reflectivity and hence energy 
netration is very less with reduced frequency content. 

trongly reflected energy from the top of the basalt 
dergoes multiple reflections at interfaces between the sea 

oor and the basalt. The multiples generated at the base of 
e basalt are stronger than the reflection response from the 
b basalt reflectors. The heterogeneous basalts of KK 
sin generate multiples with severe deteriotion of signal to 
ise ratio. After applying the radon demultiple technique 
 frequency-space domain (f-x) along with relatively 
gher stacking velocities, the S/N ratio has been improved 
 the data with multiple suppression (Figure3-a and 3–b). 
 the final PSTM sections, it is clearly visible that 
ructural imaging has enhanced below the basalt layer 
.3-3.5 sec) i.e., part with in the red rectangle, with better 
gnal to noise ratio (Figure4-a and 4–b). 

       

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure3-b 

Figure3-a and 3-b represent stacked sections before Radon 
Demultiple & after Radon Demultiple respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Figure4-a 
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Figure4(b) 

Figure4 (b) 

Figure4-b 
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Figure4-c                     Figure4-d 
 

re4-a and Figure4-b represent the PSTM sections after 
vintage processing and after the new processing 

niques. Figure4-d and Figure4-c represent the zoomed 
ions of the previous figures respectively. 

 noticeable fact is that the sub basalt imaging has 
roved using optimized processing flows. The interval 
cities calculated from the final stacked velocities  in 
M data for the layered sequences in the  particular 
oration acreage below basalt, range between 3500-
 m/sec.This has enhanced the confidence  regarding 
resence of thick sedimentary piles(from 2-3km) below 
lts. Integrating the available seismic, gravity-magnetic, 
 data along with other geologic information in this area, 
 inferred that the sediments below basalt could be of 
ozoics and older. 

er critical factors in the work flow 

rt from the issues related to multiples, elastic and non 
tic attenuation of seismic waves also significantly 
ribute to the complexities of the seismic imaging below 
lts. Layered sequences of lava flows act as effective 
 cut filters to seismic waves transmitted through them. 
higher frequencies are attenuated rapidly and most 
ctions from sub basalt horizons are rich only in the 
r frequencies. Effective seismic quality factors, Q are 

cally as low as 25-30 for layered basalts (Maresh and 
te.et.al. 2006). Low Q indicates high attenuation and 
 versa. However, a model based approach using inverse 
iltering could provide a solution to suppress the 
uation effects. Wide angle seismic data which avoid 
rential scattering problem to some extent can be used 
entify the deep reflections from the base of the thick 

approach for sub basalt imaging is long offset seismic data 
using a low frequency source which provide additional 
refractions and wide angle reflections at angles 
approaching the critical angles. There are also benefits to   
recently launch over/ under towed streamer data compared 
to conventional data as it has significantly broader signal 
bandwidth with low-frequency content at a deeper depth 
which can improve imaging beneath basalt. Due to the high 
velocity contrast between basalts and the surrounding 
sediments, an incident compressional wave undergoes 
mode conversion changing to an S-wave at the top and 
bottom interface of the basalt on the way up and again on 
the way down.Multi component OBC (Ocean Bottom 
Cable) data can give a better sub basalt imaging (Wang and 
singh, 2003) combining both converted P-wave and S-wave 
information.   

 

Discussions and Conclusions 
 
The above illustrations regarding the seismic imaging 
below basalt in KK basin reveal that  long offset seismic 
data after an optimsed processing  using better demultiple 
techniques  has enhanced the signal to noise ratio as well as 
structural imaging in the interested zone. However, the 
intricacies related to attenuation, mode conversion of 
seismic waves as well as anisotropic behavior of the 
propagating medium has to be dealt with  the innovative 
acquisition and processing trends for better imaging. The 
following acquisition and processing techniques may bring 
out improved sub basalt imaging. 

  
• Recording of long offset data (>10km) using low 

frequency source (<30Hz) to avoid scattering problem. 
• Recording of over/under towed streamer data 
• Recording of multi component OBC data to use    both 

converted P and S wave information.  
• Model based inverse Q-filtering to suppress 

attenuation effects. 
• Multi pass SRME and Radon filtering for multiple 

removal 
• Prestack depth migration (with anisotropic correction, 

if possible) blended with good interpretative 
knowledge into velocity model for correct imaging. 

 
A synergic approach of   all the above mentioned 
techniques would help to make the sub basalt 
reflections more meaningful and improve the 
geological interpretation. There by a better prospect 
delineation in the basin could be achieved. 
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